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Abstract—Cluster scheduling is a crucial issue in clustertree Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs). The paper presents a
methodology that provides a Time Division Cluster Scheduling
(TDCS) mechanism based on the shortest path problem. The
objective is to meet all the flows’ deadlines defined by the
maximum number of crossed periods for each flow to reach
its destination assuming one collision domain. Formulating the
problem as the shortest path problem gives us a light exact
algorithm suitable to the scarce properties of WSNs especially
related to memory, power consumption and processors. Our
polynomial algorithm leads to the minimization of the energy
consumption and, consequently, the lifetime of the network is
maximized by setting the TDCS period as long as possible. Since
each cluster is active only once during the period, the given
flow may span over several periods when there are flows with
an opposite direction. The scheduling tool enables the system
designers to efficiently configure all the required parameters of
the IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee beacon-enabled cluster-tree WSNs in
the network configuration time.
Keywords—cluster-tree, TDCS, IEEE 802.15.4, ZigBee, cyclic
scheduling, energy efficiency, shortest path.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor network technology has been utilized by
industrial monitoring and control systems in order to improve
their functionality and efficiency [1]. In these systems, sensors are typically deployed to provide sensing and actuating
actions even in hazardous and hard to reach areas [2], [3].
Other requirements, such as timeliness and energy efficiency,
are important to be fulfilled. The use of WSNs in control
applications has many advantages compared to wired solutions,
where the installation and maintenance of cables and sensors
are usually much more expensive than the cost of the sensors
themselves.
One of the WSN topologies suited for the high predictability of performance guarantees [4] and energy efficient behavior
is a cluster-tree topology (Fig. 1) where sensor nodes can
switch off their transceivers and go into a sleep state to
save energy. The cluster-tree network is supported by the
IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee [5], [6] standards which are leading
technologies for low-cost, low-power and low-rate WSNs. The
routing decisions are unique [6] and contention-free Medium
Access Control (MAC) protocols are used to ensure collisionfree access to the shared wireless medium.

In this paper, we follow the scenario described in [7]. We
assume that the cluster-tree network has already been set up,
i.e. each node knows its parent and child nodes (e.g. using the
ZigBee’s tree addressing scheme [6]). All nodes may have
sensing and/or actuating capabilities, therefore they can be
sources and/or sinks of data flows. We consider periodic timeconstrained flows (each given by parameters such as a sink
node, source nodes and deadlines) which must be known in
the network configuration time. The flows traverse different
clusters on their routing paths from the source nodes to the
sink nodes. The fact that the cluster is active only once during
the schedule period [6] leads to the so called cyclic behavior
of the periodic schedule when there are flows with opposite
directions in a WSN. Thus, the key problem to solve is to
find a periodic schedule which specifies when the clusters are
active while meeting all the flows’ deadlines. Since wireless
nodes are usually battery-powered, the objective is also to
minimize the energy consumption of the nodes by maximizing
the schedule period which leads to maximize the time when the
nodes stay in low-power mode (consequently, to increase the
lifetime of the network). Two major differences differentiate
our work form the previous work done in [7]. The first one
is measuring the flows’ deadlines in terms of the maximum
number of crossed periods instead of a precise end to end
deadline and the second one is our assumption of one collision
domain (i.e. at most, one cluster can be active at any given
time) instead of multiple collision domains. These two simplifications reduced the complexity of the scheduling problem
from an NP hard problem [7] to a polynomial problem and
allows us to formulate it as a shortest path problem.
A. Related work
Energy efficiency is an important requirement for WSNs
in order to maximize the lifetime of the network. The major
sources of energy waste in WSNs are collisions, overhearing
and idle listening [8]. We eliminate those sources of energy
waste by using a collision-free Time Division Cluster Schedule (TDCS) and a dedicated Guaranteed Time Slots (GTS)
mechanism.
Koubaa et al. [9] have proposed an algorithm for collisionfree beacon/superframe scheduling in IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee
cluster-tree networks, using the time division approach. The

focus of the work is on the feasibility of the periodic schedule,
with the goal of a fair allocated bandwidth rather than low
latency. In this case, it is possible to find the best schedule for
router activation periods in order to avoid interference, but no
timing requirements for the flows are assumed.
The authors in [10] suggest a GTS allocation algorithm for
periodic real-time messages in a star topology. The algorithm
determines the standard specific parameters for the network
and a GTS descriptor to meet the timing constraints. However,
the GTS information has to be broadcasted at the beginning
of each beacon interval, which increases the network power
consumption. In [11], the authors propose an extension to
IEEE 802.14.4 to overcome its limitation related to the number
of possible allocated GTSs in one superframe. The algorithm
allows more than seven periodic nodes to be simultaneously
configured to one coordinator and real time transmission can
still be guaranteed for each periodic node. The bandwidth
utilization and also the energy consumption are improved.
The algorithm is based on a window scheduling algorithm
(WSA) [12]. However, no clusters scheduling algorithm is
addressed in [10] or [11] .
In [13], the authors present a solution to change the
resource allocation of the Cluster-tree on the fly. This solution
is directed at applications which need to deliver data to the
root of the tree. The solution is not very effective in the case
of simultaneous flows with opposite directions. In [14], the
authors proposed a multicast mechanism in Zigbee cluster tree
wireless sensor networks. However, no time-bounded flows are
assumed.
This paper is built on the same scenario as [7] where
the authors introduce a cluster and a GTS scheduling mechanism for a multi-hop cluster tree wireless sensor network
minimizing energy consumption. The scheduling problem is
NP hard while assuming multiple collision domains and precise end to end deadlines for data flows. In order to find the
schedule, the authors used integer linear programming which
is not light and fast enough. In our work, we make two
simplifications to the problem by defining the flows’ deadlines
in terms of the maximum number of crossed periods and
assuming one collision domain. These simplifications enable
us to solve the scheduling problem in polynomial time.
To the best of our knowledge, so far, no previous research has directly addressed an exact algorithm for solving
cluster-tree scheduling problem in polynomial time taking time
bounded data flows in opposite direction into consideration
B. Paper outline
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: First, we
provide a generic system model, encompassing the cluster-tree
topology, the data flow model and the cyclic behavior of the
periodic schedule (Section II). Section III introduces the basic
knowledge of IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee needed to understand our
algorithm. In section IV, a solution to the problem is presented
and explained. In section IV-A, the method for determining the
superframe duration and the beacon interval period for each
cluster is presented. Then, in Section IV-B, we illustrate the
constraint model for our problem and in Section IV-C, the
transformation of the scheduling problem to the shortest path
problem is described in details. Section IV-D demonstrates

Fig. 1.

Cluster-tree topology

how to get the schedule from the shortest path tree. Section V
shows our practical results. Finally, we draw the conclusion in
section VI.
II.

S YSTEM MODEL

We consider a static deployment of wireless nodes which
defines the physical topology of the cluster-tree where each
pair of connected nodes can use the shared bidirectional
wireless link for the data transmission between them. The
logical topology defines the parent-child relationship between
each pair of connected nodes.
A. Cluster-tree topology model
In cluster-tree WSNs, nodes are organized in logical
groups, called clusters. There are two main types of nodes:
routers and end-nodes. The nodes that can associate with
previously associated nodes and can participate in multi-hop
routing are referred to as routers. Each router forms a cluster
and is referred to as its cluster-head. Each cluster-head is
responsible for the synchronization in its cluster by sending
periodic synchronization frames to its child nodes and also it
handles all their data transmissions. The router that has no
parent is called the root and it might hold special functions
such as identification, formation and control of the entire
network. The root is at depth zero. The nodes that do not allow
association of other nodes and do not participate in routing are
referred to as end-nodes. Both routers and end-nodes can have
sensing capabilities, therefore, they are generally referred to
as sensor nodes.
This cluster-tree topology (Fig. 1) can be represented by
the adjacency matrix A = (aij ), where aij = 1 if router j is
the parent router of node i, otherwise aij = 0. Notice that A
is a square matrix with dimension equal to the total number
of nodes in a WSN (total nodes) [15].
In the cluster-tree topology, the multi-hop communication
is deterministic because each node only interacts with its predefined parent router and child nodes. Messages are forwarded
from cluster to cluster until reaching the sink. The time behavior of each cluster is periodic and the period of each cluster
is divided into two portions. The active portion, during which
the cluster-head enables the transmissions inside its cluster,

and the subsequent inactive portion. Each router (except the
root) belongs to two clusters, once as a child node and once
as a cluster-head.

the rest of the paper, we will use the notation deadline while
meaning the maximum number of crossed periods.

In this paper, we assumed one collision domain, i.e. at
most, one cluster can be active at any given time.

C. Cyclic nature

B. Data flow model
We consider periodic time constrained data flows. Each
flow may have more than one cluster source (αf ) and exactly
one cluster sink (βf ). In Fig. 2, we show an example for four
flows where each flow has one cluster source and each cluster
is represented as a node (i.e. node 0 represents the cluster
formed by (R0 , R1 , R2 ), node 1 represents the cluster formed
by (R1 , R3 , N9 ) and so on). A node periodically measures
a sensed value with a given size defined by sample size
parameter and reports it to the sink. The req period parameter
defines the maximum value for node measurement period. In
order to achieve some performance, we need to fix some limits
for each flow. Thus, for each flow, we have chosen to limit the
number of periods crossed by the flow till its delivery. So we
defined hfk to be an integer value and associate the following
constraint to each flow fk : “In any periodic schedule, and
any nonnegative integer y, if the y th occurrence of flow fk
starts in interval [xλ, (x + 1)λ) where λ is the length of the
schedule period, then this occurrence of fk will end during
or before the interval [(x + hfk )λ, (x + hfk + 1)λ). We say
that the periodic schedule meets the period crossing constraint
for flow fk , while data is delivered within, at most, (hfk + 1)
periods”.

The fact that the cluster is active only once during the
schedule period leads to the so called cyclic behavior of the
periodic schedule (i.e. time between the instant when a source
sends the message and the instant when the sink receives this
message spans over several periods) when there are flows with
opposite direction in a WSN. For example, considering two
opposite flows (see Fig. 2) f1 = (6→3→1→0→2 →4) and f3 =
(7→4 →2→0→1→3) and assuming a unit time length of each
cluster activity, regardless of the amount of data they handle
in any schedule of the node activities once during a period,
the minimization of the number of crossed periods for the first
flow is in contradiction with the minimization of the number
of crossed periods for the second one. Fig 3 shows a schedule
for the shared clusters between f1 and f3 which minimizes
the number of crossed periods required for f1 . Notice that
this schedule led to the worst case for flow f3 , where sending
data from cluster 4 to cluster 1 required 3 crossed periods
while it is completed in the same period (0 crossed period)
for flow f1 . Hence, the proper order of the active portions of
clusters is a subject of optimization even if the size of the data
and collisions of clusters are not assumed.

Fig. 3.

Schedule example for four clusters in Fig 2.

III.

Fig. 2.

Four time constrained data flows in the cluster tree topology.

In fact, the value of hfk is derived from the
e2e deadlinefk as follows:


 e2e deadlinefk − 1 if e2e deadline ≥ λ,
fk
λ
hfk =

0
otherwise.
(1)
where e2e deadlinefk is the maximum time between the
instant when the source sends the message and the instant
when the sink receives the message for a given flow fk . In

OVERVIEW OF IEEE 802.15.4/Z IG B EE

The IEEE 802.15.4 [5] standards are leading technologies
for low-cost, low-power and low-rate WSNs. The physical
and data link layers are specified by IEEE 802.15.4 while the
network and application layers are defined by the ZigBee specification [6]. The MAC layer supports both the beacon and non
beacon enabled mode. This paper only considers the beaconenabled mode, since it supports cluster-tree topology. While
IEEE 802.15.4 in the beacon-enabled mode supports only the
star-based topology, the ZigBee specification has proposed its
extension to the cluster-tree topology. In the particular case
of ZigBee cluster-tree WSNs, a PAN coordinator is identified
as the root of the tree and forms the initial cluster (Fig. 1).
The other routers join the cluster-tree in turn by establishing
themselves as cluster-heads (coordinator), starting to generate
the beacon frames for their own clusters. Beacon frames are
periodically sent at the Beacon Interval (BI) to synchronize
the child nodes that are associated with a given cluster-head
and to define a superframe structure (Fig. 4).
Each cluster’s period, corresponding to the BI, is divided
into active and inactive portions. During the inactive period, all

nodes associated to one coordinator, including the coordinator,
can go into a sleep state to save energy. The inactive period
may be void. The active period corresponding to Superframe
Duration (SD) is subdivided into 16 equally sized time slots.
The first time slot is occupied by the beacon frame and the
remaining time slots are partitioned into a Contention Access
Period (CAP) and optional Contention Free Period (CFP).
During the (CAP), a slotted CSMA/CA protocol is used for
the best-effort data delivery. Within the CFP cluster-head can
allocate Guaranteed Time Slots (GTSs) to its child nodes.
The CFP supports up to 7 GTSs and each GTS may contain
multiple time slots which is determined by the length of the
real time data. Each child node may request up to one GTS
in the transmit direction, i.e. from the child node to the parent
router, and/or one GTS in the receive direction, i.e. from the
parent router to the child node. Note that a node to which a
GTS has been allocated can still transmit the best-effort data
within the CAP.

Fig. 4.

Superframe structure.

The length of the active and inactive period as well as the
length of a single time slot and the usage of GTS slots are
configurable. Durations of the cluster’s period (BI) and the
cluster’s active portion (SD) are defined by two parameters,
the Beacon Order (BO) and the Superframe Order (SO) as
follows:
BI = aBaseSuperf rameDuration · 2BO
SD = aBaseSuperf rameDuration · 2SO

(2)

where 0 ≤ SO ≤ BO ≤ 14 and aBaseSuperframeDuration
= 15.36 ms (assuming the 2.4 GHz frequency band and 250
kbps of bit rate) and denotes the minimum duration of active
portion when SO = 0. Note that the ratio of the active portion
(SD) to the whole period (BI) is called the duty-cycle.
IV.

T IME DIVISION CLUSTER SCHEDULING ( TDCS ) AND
ITS APPLICATION TO IEEE 402.15.4/Z IG B EE

The key idea of this paper is to find a feasible periodic
Time division cluster schedule satisfying the flows’ deadlines
and minimizing the energy consumption. The objective is to
formulate our algorithm in such a light and fast way in order to
satisfy the WSN requirements. All clusters have an equal BI,
defined by BO, but various SD, defined by SO, (i.e. various
duty-cycle) to ensure efficient bandwidth utilization. The BI
should be as long as possible to minimize the clusters’ dutycycle and, consequently, to minimize the energy consumption
of the node. Our proposed solution consists of the following
parts:

•

Determine the duration of the active portion and the
beacon interval of each cluster.

•

Define the problem’s constraint model which basically
describes the flows’ deadlines.

•

Formulate the problem as the shortest path problem.

•

Finally, find the schedule with respect to the shortest
path tree.

The pseudo code of our algorithm is presented in Fig. 5.
A. Duration of the cluster’s Active Portion and Beacon Interval in IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee
we follow the methodology used in [7] to calculate the
superframe duration (SD) for each cluster. The duration of
(SD) is related to the number and length of each allocated
GTS. Each GTS includes in addition to the effective data,
the inter-frame spacing (IFS) eventual acknowledgment and
retransmissions. IFS separates consecutive frames and it is
equal to an SIFS (Short Inter-Frame Spacing) or an LIFS
(Long Inter-Frame Spacing) according to the length of MAC
frame. In the case of the acknowledged transmissions (i.e.
sample ack = 1) the sender waits for the corresponding
acknowledgment frame, at most, the macAckWaitDuration [5]
(macAWD). If an acknowledgment frame is received within
the macAckWaitDuration, the transmission is considered successful. Otherwise, the data transmission and waiting for the
acknowledgment are repeated up to a maximum of macMaxFrameRetries [5] (macMFR) times. If an acknowledgment
frame is not received after macMaxFrameRetries retransmissions, the transmission is considered failed. The duration of a
GTS required for the whole data transmission (data frame, IFS,
eventual acknowledgment and retransmissions) is expressed as:


f rm sizei /rate +
ϕ=
+ ∆IF S
macAW D · sample acki
(3)
e
X
(macM F R · sample acki + 1) · ϕ
TGT S =
i=1

where f rm size is the size of transmitted frame including the
data payload, MAC and PHY headers; the rate is the data rate
equal to 250 kbps; ∆IF S is equal to SIFS or LIFS depending
on the length of MAC frame; and e is the number of flows
in the transmit or receive direction belonging to a given child
node. The number of allocated time slots for a given GTS is
then equal to:


TGT S
NGT S =
(4)
TS
where T S is the duration of a time slot and is equal to
SD/16. The number of time slots, NGT S , is calculated for each
allocated GTS in a given superframe. The remaining time slots
of the SD are utilized for the best-effort traffic within the CAP.
The allocated GTSs can not reduce the length of the CAP to
less than aMinCAPLength [5].
The superframe duration (SD) is then computed iteratively
starting from SO = 0. If the number of time slots required
for all allocated GTSs in a given superframe is greater than
16 − daM inCAP Length/T Se, then SO is increased by 1
and the length of each GTS (Eq. (4)) is recalculated. This

01 BImin = 0, BImax = min(req_periodfk )
k
k
j

BImax
02 BOmax = log2 aBaseSuperf
rameDuration
03 for each cluster i
04
SOi = −1
05
repeat
06
for each child node j of cluster i
T
07
calculate NGT
S,j for all flows
in transmit direction
R
08
calculate NGT
S,j for all flows
in receive direction
09
end
10
SOi =PSOi + 1
P
T
R
11
until
j NGT S,j +
j NGT S,j ≤
16 − daM inCAP Length/T Se
12 BImin = BImin + aBaseSuperf rameDuration × 2SOi
13 end
l

m
BImin
14 BOmin = log2 aBaseSuperf
rameDuration
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29

Fig. 5.

BO = BOmin ,feasible=0
while BO ≤ BOmax
(N _new,new_feasible) = solve(f lows,BO,A)
if new_ feasible
feasible=new_feasible
N = N _new
BO = BO + 1
else
break
end
end
if feasible
BO = BO − 1
routers_order = topological_order(N )
end

clusters and a TDCS schedule as presented in Fig. 6 assuming
that all clusters are allocated equal bandwidth. Notice that this
schedule is set to minimize the downstream traffic latency,
(parents appear earlier in the schedule than the child nodes).

Fig. 6.

TDCS for minimizing the downstream traffic latency.

Fig. 7 shows the graph representation of the schedule in
Fig. 6 with respect to the cluster-tree topology. Each cluster
is represented as a node and each pair of neighboring clusters
are connected by an edge. The edge direction is determined by
the schedule (i.e. if i and j are neighbor nodes and i proceeds
j in the schedule then the edge is directed from node i to node
j). In fact, for each edge (i, j) in Fig . 7 we derive that cluster
j receives the data from cluster i in the same period while
cluster i receives data from cluster j in the next period.

Pseudo code of time division cluster scheduling algorithm

procedure is repeated until all allocated GTSs fit into a given
SD (see Fig. 5 (line 3 to line 11)).
The beacon interval BI is determined by the value of
BO. To follow our assumption of one collision domain, The
minimum value fo BO (BOmin ) is set to the minimum integer
value which is sufficient to fit all clusters’ active portion.
(Fig. 5 line 12, 14). The maximum value of BI, given by
BOmax is rounded down to the nearest BI towards the shortest
req period among all of the flows (Fig. 5 lines 1 and 2). In
fact, the larger the value of BI, the inactive period and the
beacon transmission interval become longer. Thus the energy
consumption in the network is reduced. So, we initialize BO to
BOmin and we find the feasible TDCS of the problem using
the solve() function based on the shortest path formulation of
the scheduling problem which is explained in section IV-C.
If such a schedule exists, we increase BO by 1 as long as it
does not reach its maximum value BOmax . We repeat this
procedure till BO reaches BOmax or no feasible solution
exists. Notice that the feasibility of the schedule is related to
the maximum number of crossed periods for each flow which
in turn is decreased when the value of BO is increased (Eq.
1). At the end, BO will be equal to the largest value satisfying
the required flows’ deadlines (Fig 5 lines 15 to 27).
B. Modeling Zigbee constraint
Before going into the details of the constraint model in our
problem, let us introduce the graph representation of a given
schedule. Consider the cluster-tree presented in Fig. 2, with 9

Fig. 7.

Graph representation of schedule in Fig. 6

From the observation above, it follows that the number of
crossed periods for each flow is determined by the number of
edges from the source cluster of the flow to the sink cluster
which have an opposite direction to the flow’s direction. For
example, if the flow from cluster 2 to cluster 5 started during
period x, then the data will be delivered to cluster 5 during the
period x + 1 because there is only one edge (0,2) which has
the opposite direction to the flow, i.e. the number of crossed
periods is 1.
Back to the constraint model and following the idea presented in [16], let us redraw Fig. 2 in a more detailed way as
shown in (Fig. 8) where the clusters are represented as nodes
and the set of edges represents the unique path for each flow
in Fig. 2. One additional edge for each flow fk is added to the
graph, directed from the sink to the source and weighted by the
(hfk + 1) value. Each additional edge represents the maximum
number of periods for flow fk to reach its destination including
the starting period. Then, as shown in (Fig. 8), there are nodes
connected by edges in both directions (e.g. node 0 and node 1)
and, of course, we may have cases where nodes are connected
by edge(s) in one direction (e.g. node 3 and node 5). The latter
case is called a bridge. In order to find the periodic schedule
of our problem, we have to remove the additional edges and
be sure that each pair of neighboring nodes is connected by
edges having one direction (i.e. for each pair of neighboring
nodes i and j we have to decide whether we will keep the (i, j)
edges or (j, i) edges but not both). Of course our decision is



































∀i, j are neighbor clusters and depth(j) > depth(i)
0 ≤ Nj − Ni ≤ 1
For any increasing fk
depth(βfk ) − depth(αfk ) − (Nβfk − Nαfk ) ≤ hfk
For any decreasing flow fk
Nαfk − Nβfk ≤ hfk
For any bidirectional flow fk
Nαfk + depth(βfk ) − depth(zfk ) − Nβfk ≤ hfk
For each node j
Nj ≥ 0

Fig. 9.

Fig. 8.

The detailed graph version for the graph in Fig 2.

based on the maximum number of crossed periods for each
flow (i.e. for each flow fk the number of edges crossed by the
flow which have the opposite direction to the flow direction
does not exceed the value of hfk ).
Let us denote in Fig. 8 by forward edges, the set of edges
(i, j) where depth(i) < depth(j), and backward edges, the
set of edges (i, j) where depth(i) > depth(j). Notice that i
and j are a pair of neighboring nodes and each node has the
same depth as in Fig. 2, i.e. node 0 has depth 0, while nodes
8,7,6,5 have depth 3. Then each data flow can have one of the
following forms:
•

fk is an increasing flow if the unique path from αfk
to βfk contains only forward edges.

•

fk is a decreasing flow if the unique path from αfk
to βfk contains only backward edges.

•

Otherwise fk is a bidirectional flow. In this case,
there exists a node zfk crossed by fk where the path
from αfk to zfk is decreasing and from zfk to βfk is
increasing.

Notice that f2 is an increasing flow, while f1 , f3 , f4 are
bidirectional flows. The constraint model is presented in [16]
and illustrated in Fig. 9. Each variable Nj represents the
number of forward edges from node 0 to node j in any feasible
solution. The constraint (5a) is the topological constraint.
Hence, for any pair of neighboring nodes i and j, the number
of forward edges in any feasible solution from node 0 to node
j is greater than or equal to the number of forward edges
from node 0 to node i by 1 where depth(j) > depth(i). The
constraints (5b,5c,5d) are the flows constraints. The constraint
(5b) restricts the number of crossed periods required for the
increasing flow (i.e. the number of backward edges from the
source of the flow fk to its sink is less than or equal to hfk ).
The constraint (5c) is similar to (5b) but for the decreasing flow
(i.e. it restricts the number of forward edges from the source
of the flow fk to its sink to be less than or equal to hfk ).
The constraint (5d) is for bidirectional flow which starts as a
decreasing flow and then changes its direction to an increasing
flow at node zfk . The constraint (5e) ensures a non-negative
value for each variable Nj .

(5a)
(5b)
(5c)
(5d)
(5e)

The constraint model.

Notice that the system matrix is totally unimodular with
non negative constraint for the decision variables, so if we
found a solution using linear programming LP, then it will be
a non-negative integer solution. The flows’ constraints of the
example presented in Fig. 2 are illustrated in Fig .10.

N6 − N4


N − N
0
8

N
−
N
3

 7
N2 − N5

≤ 1
≤ −2
≤ −1
≤ −1

for flow f1
for flow f2
for flow f3
for flow f4
(6)

Fig. 10.

Flows’ constraints for the example presented in Fig. 2

C. Clusters scheduling formulated as a shortest path problem
This section presents the details of our contribution for
solving the constraint model presented in Fig. 9 which enables
us to find the right activation order of the clusters meeting
flows’ deadlines if such a solution exists. Obviously, the system
could be solved using linear programming [16]. However, in
order to find the schedule in a fast and reasonable amount of
time, and to be sure that our algorithm is able to run in WSN
platforms with scarce processing power, linear programming
is not the best choice. Thus, we transformed our problem to
the shortest path problem taking the advantage of the totally
unimodular system matrix. The proposed algorithm is able to
give us the exact solution in polynomial time if the system is
feasible.
All the constraints in Fig. 9 have the form of var1 −var2 ≤
cons where var1 represents Ni or Nj and the same for var2 ,
while cons is a constant which may have a positive or negative
integer value. As a result, all inequalities in our model will
have the case of var1 − var2 ≤ cons when cons ≥ 0
or the case of var2 − var1 ≥ −cons when cons < 0. If
var1 and var2 are represented by two nodes connected by an
edge describing the distance between them (note that the term
distance is used to simplify the used methodology), then for the
first case, the edge is weighted by cons and directed from var2
to var1 . In fact the edge’s weight (cons) in this case defines
the maximum distance from var2 to var1 . For the second case,
the edge will be weighted by −cons and directed from var1
to var2 . The value −cons defines the minimum distance from
var1 to var2 .

while the dashed edge (j, i) represents the path from node j to
node i (i.e. the j, k, l, m, i path) and expresses the constraint
Ni − N j ≤ 4. This is a contradiction.

Fig. 11.

Inequalities graph G.

From the observation above, it follows that our problem
can be solved by the shortest path tree. To do so, we create
a directed graph G(V, E) as shown in Fig. 11, where each
cluster is represented as a node. The set of edges is created
with respect to the set of constraints. For each constraint in the
form Ni − Nj ≤ cons, we add an edge from node j to node i
with weight equal to cons. In graph G, we kept all inequalities
having the form of less or equal. In (Fig. 11), the set of solid
edges represents the topological constraint (5a) while the set
of dashed ones represents the constraints related to the type
of the flow (increased, decreased, bidirectional). For example,
the constraint for f1 is represented by edge (4, 6) weighted
by 1 while the constraint for f2 is represented by edge (8, 0)
weighted by −2. So the feasible solution of our problem is
the shortest path from node 0 in the graph to all nodes in the
graph G including node 0. (i.e. the value of Nj is the length
of the shortest path from node 0 to node j). It is clear that
N0 = 0 in any feasible solution.
Since some weights may be negative, a negative cycle
may exist in the inequalities graph. In this case, there is no
feasible schedule solution satisfying the flows’ deadlines. So
the nonexistence of a negative cycle is a necessary condition
to the feasibility. To prove it, suppose there exists a negative
cycle in the inequalities graph, then there is an edge (i, j) with
a negative weight cons in this cycle. This edge (i, j) represents
the constraint Nj − Ni ≤ cons where cons < 0. In fact, this
constraint is equivalent to the constraint Ni − Nj ≥ −cons.
Hence, any feasible solution must satisfy this constraint (i.e.
the shortest path form j to i is greater or equal to −cons). If
the shortest path from j to i satisfies the new constraint then
there is no negative cycle because all other paths (if any other
exists) from j to i will have a greater or equal length to the
shortest path from j to i. This is a contradiction.

Fig. 13. Graph representation of the schedule found by solving the shortest
path problem illustrated in Fig. 11.

In fact, if the problem has a feasible solution, then the
shortest path formulation gives us only one feasible solution,
while there could be other feasible solutions. But because
we assume only one collision domain, then any solution has
the same effect on the calculation of the beacon interval
BI. For solving the shortest path tree problem, we use the
Bellman Ford algorithm which is able to detect the existence
of cycles of negative length. Bellman Ford runs in O(|V ||E|)
time, where |V | and |E| are the number of nodes and edges
respectively.
D. Finding the schedule
The last step in our algorithm is to get the schedule representing the order of the cluster activation from the graph in Fig.
13. Obviously, the graph is a directed acyclic graph (DAC) (i.e.
directed graph with no cycle), hence, there exists at least one
topological ordering of its nodes (i.e. ordering of its nodes as
1, 2, . . . , n so that for every edge (i, j), we have i < j). Every
topological ordering represents one possible schedule of the
clusters. Fig. 14 illustrates one possible ordering where the
allocated bandwidth for each cluster calculated in section IV-A
are not taken into consideration (i.e. we show just the ordering
of the clusters where the first active cluster is cluster 0 and the
last one is cluster 5). This step is presented in Fig. 5 line 28.

Fig. 14.

Possible routers activation order according to Fig .13.

V.

Fig. 12.

Example of negative cycle length

Fig. 12 represents an example of an inequality graph with
a negative cycle. Notice that the edge (i, j) represents the
constraint Nj − Ni ≤ −5 which is equivelant to Ni − Nj ≥ 5

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In our experiment, we will focus on the time complexity of
our algorithm. The effect of the length of the schedule period
given by BO, to the energy consumption is demonstrated in
details in [7]. The proposed algorithm was implemented in
MATLAB and tested on a PC with an Intel Core i7 3520M
Dual core (2.9 GH) CPU and 8 GB RAM.
The cluster-tree topology is constructed as follows: The
routers are successively generated until the total number of the

routers in the network reaches total routers. Each router has
3 child end-nodes. The total number of nodes (total nodes)
in the WSN is shown in parentheses in the first column of
Tab. I.
TABLE I.
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4
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For each cluster-tree topology, we study the effect of the
various number of data flows Nf low equals to 4 or 8 (10 and
15 for the last case) and the number of sources Nsource of
each data flow equals to 3 or 6. We fix the other parameters
of data flows such as req period = 2 sec; sample size =
120 bits; sample ack = 0 and e2e deadline = 150 sec
(for the last case where total routers = 150, we set
req period = 10 sec; sample size = 120; sample ack = 0
and e2e deadline = 1000 sec). For each topology and
for each combination of Nf low and Nsource , we randomly
generate a set of 20 instances and run the scheduling algorithm
for each of them. Each instance is defined by number of
routers, number of flows and number of sources for each
flow. The average execution time timef easible for finding the
feasible schedule with largest possible beacon interval (without
taking the required time for generating the required topology
into consideration) is shown in the third column in Tab. I. It
is clear from the results that the computation is finished in
a short time even for large scale networks which proves the
strength of our proposed algorithm.
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